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Middlesbrough Council’s Economic Development Team are embarking on a major push for Urban / town 
centre living. This is a product which central Middlesbrough has not had for many generations and the scale 
at which we are looking to develop will be a significant market disruptor.

The brief described Middlesbrough as having a (relatively) weak town centre / apartment living offer, which is 
characterised by low value and social housing stock. The council want to raise the bar in terms of quality and 
volume, allied with an enhanced employment, F&B and leisure offer – to support the attraction and retention 
of young professionals; and any other tenure mixes which will support this ambition.

The core purpose of the project was to provide more detail on who Middlesbrough’s end users are likely to 
be, their demographics and the specifications/amenities which will attract and retain them. The council will 
then use the outputs as the basis of a targeted campaign to build anticipation, generate interest and feed into 
Middlesbrough’s master planning.

Expected benefits from this work include; 

•  An increase in professional young people living and working in Middlesbrough.  

•  Creation of a new market with the change in population demographics. 

•  A functional and sustainable urban living market where public sector intervention is minimised and 
where the market can operate commercially.

BACKGROUND

Image 1. Boho Zero, Gosford Street (Didobi)
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The focus from our engagement with Middlesbrough was to provide data driven analysis and commentary on 
the opportunities and constraints around Urban Living. In addition, we created an evidence-based process and 
structure that can be used for the ongoing monitoring of key data to support Urban Living in Middlesbrough. 
We anticipate this will have wider application and impact for other areas and projects within Middlesbrough.

We undertook several sequential stages to ensure we understood Middlesbrough, its people and its 
aspirations. Onsite meetings with the client, key stakeholders and the wider community was a key activity 
undertaken. The stages were;

1. UNDERSTAND. Create a detailed understanding of the data on Middlesbrough and its potential as an 
urban living destination in order to deliver a SWOT and Markets analysis.

2. ENGAGE. After a comprehensive period of stakeholder mapping in which we sought to identify 
businesses and education, training and other career support groups that could help us reach our target 
demographic, we started to push our online survey to key stakeholders. We combined our online activity 
with a further session of face-to-face engagement with students from a wide range of courses at 
Teesside University. In total we engaged with 331 people.

3. REVIEW. A detailed review of quantitative and qualitative data from stages 1 and 2 was undertaken in 
order to inform the recommendations along with a detailed SWOT analysis. 

4. REPORT. A detailed and visual report was written taking into account all activities (data capture, data 
analysis, digital footprints and data mapping), the approach taken and existing work being undertaken by 
the Council. The report had a clear Executive Summary, Key Findings, Conclusion and Recommendations.

SERVICES AND SUPPORT DELIVERED

Image 2. Urban and Town Centre Living Strategy for Middlesbrough Report (32 pages)
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Through the LGA’s Economic Growth Advisors programme, Middlesbrough Council have engaged Didobi and 
Rise Associates to work alongside the Economic Development Team to:

• Explore the reasons which restrict a commercial-led offer for urban living in Middlesbrough. 

• Understand the issues and constraints for urban living in Middlesbrough. This will include a tenure 
mix, which will deliver a viable market for urban living including an appeal to young professionals and 
recommendations to grow Middlesbrough’s offer. 

• Recommend short term interventions to increase the commercial appeal of a new housing offer. 

• Recommend medium to long term interventions to ensure the environment, amenities and infrastructure 
is in place to accommodate such a market and increase its commercial appeal. 

• Undertake a desk top exercise to build intelligence to inform future campaigns, including generalised 
tenancy growth activities.  

• Undertake a desk top exercise to build up an understanding of the district’s geography and the 
challenges it presents, as well as recommending solutions for effective engagement.

Expected benefits from this work include; 

• An increase in professional young people living and working in Middlesbrough. 

• Creation of a new market with the change in population demographics. 

• A functional and sustainable urban living market where public sector intervention is minimised and where 
the market can operate commercially. 

This work was delivered between September and December 2022.  

INTRODUCTION

Image 1. Middlesbrough area aerial view (Google Earth)

Image 2. Middlesbrough 3D aerial view of CBD (Google Earth)
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Middlehaven’s connection to the Town Centre is compromised by the minimal access points under the A66 
highway and the railway line. The opportunity for improved pedestrian and cycling access needs careful 
consideration to deal with the perception of poor safety in underpasses and under bridges and flyovers. Design 
competitions engaging the community may assist in community ownership of these spaces and how they 
could be improved to meet the needs of local people.

In strengthening Linthorpe Road, the access to Middlehaven to Bridge Street West and Sussex Street needs a 
clear public realm improvement plan, and also a similar plan for Exchange Place to Cleveland Street. Without 
this improvement, the functioning of the town centre will forever tail off to the north and lose the opportunity to 
connect to and strengthen activity in BOHO / Middlehaven.

5.5 Safety
A key issue that our engagement activities revealed was a widespread view that Middlesbrough is not a safe 
place to be let alone live. This perception has to be changed if Middlesbrough is to create a safe environment 
for residents, visitors and workers. Furthermore, these fears are consistently amplified by the local press, 
which will not help Middlesbrough’s internal or external image.

To help Middlesbrough Council better understand the opportunities and constraints around town centre living, 
we carried out a focussed engagement exercise to gather the views from their target market. This included the 
following activities. 

ENGAGEMENT WITH BUSINESSES  
AND TARGET AUDIENCE

ACTIVITY DETAILS

Stakeholder mapping 
This was a very targeted consultation and we  
highlighted key stakeholders that could help us reach 
young professionals, workers in the town centre and Mid-
dlesbrough business owners. 

Establishing consultation website 
A dedicated consultation website was set up to  
explain to people why their views were important to inform 
future regeneration plans. 

Site visit and initial discussions with 
some stakeholders

We visited a number of key businesses and discussed 
some of the challenges and issues relating to a better 
urban housing offer with stakeholders. 

Approach all key stakeholders and en-
courage them to participate in the online 
survey 

Over a four week period, we contacted hundreds of stake-
holders via telephone and email, encouraging  
them to take part in our survey. 

Visit to Teesside University and focus 
groups/interviews with students 

On 6th December, we spent a day interviewing  
students at Teesside University on their thoughts  
around potentially moving to the town centre  
after graduation. 

Analysis of feedback and  
preparation of report 

We analysed over 331 responses and used this  
data to inform our final report and findings, complete with 
recommendations. 
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Analysis of Google search data shows some interesting trends. The search for jobs in Middlesbrough exceeds 
people looking for homes to rent. However, since Covid the number of job searches has dropped but there has 
been an increase in home rental searches, especially for houses. 

Image 7. Last five years search data for jobs, flats and houses in Middlesbrough (Source Google Trends) 

Table 1. Middlesbrough jobs advertised online profile (Source Indeed)

Image 9. Internet search volumes for Jobs and Education for Middlesbrough, Stockton on Tees and Darlington Dec 2021 – Dec 2022 
(Source Google Trends)

Table 2. Stockton on Tees jobs advertised online profile (Source Indeed)

Image 8. Last five years search data for jobs, flats, places to eat and shops in Middlesbrough (Source Google) 

Analysis of jobs advertised online shows that whilst Middlesbrough has more job openings, Stockton has more 
jobs being advertised in IT, Media Communications and Telecoms than Middlesbrough. As a ratio of total jobs 
Stockton has more than double that of Middlesbrough.

ONLINE ACTIVITY

SALARY LEVEL £ NUMBER OF FTE JOBS IT, MEDIA COMMS & TELECOMS RATIO %

>25,000 642 24 4

>35,000 315 13 4

SALARY LEVEL £ NUMBER OF FTE JOBS IT, MEDIA COMMS & TELECOMS RATIO %

>25,000 456 35 8

>35,000 217 12 6

Of note is that Middlesbrough has the highest search volumes for online searches for jobs and education  
in Teesside.
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CLIENT COMMENTARY

“I was absolutely delighted by the outputs from this project.  
From the outset the depth of experience, understanding and  
energy that Didobi brought was excellent. Their questions on 
‘walk abouts’ of the town, their review of previous research to 
their sourcing and understanding of data – all was incredibly  
detailed and focussed.

Their broad engagement highlighted key areas for us to address 
and reinforced previously held views, and with over 300 people 
engaged along with stakeholder meetings, it was one of the most 
comprehensive engagements Middlesbrough has had.

The report Didobi delivered was very clear in identifying actions 
and the reasons why, along with a strong understanding of the 
journey Middlesbrough is on and how it can best be realised, 
monitored and evaluated. I was very pleased with the detail and 
evidence that lay within the key findings, conclusion and  
recommendations, which will form an integral part of our plans 
and evidence base to take Middlesbrough forward on this key 
priority area. Thank you to all involved and I hope we can work 
again together.”
Sam Gilmour, Head of Economic Growth and Infrastructure, Middlesbrough Council.



+(0) 0203 633 6718
hello@didobi.com
www.didobi.com

This project was delivered in  
January 2023 and funded by the 
Local Government Association

For further information on how we help  
your organisation, town or project then 
please get in touch;

Didobi is a team of highly experienced specialists who deliver independent, innovative and clearly written 
research, insights, reports and content to public and private sector clients for the built environment.  
These include data science, data quants, research, placemaking, communications and strategy. 
 
This unique combination of experience and knowledge has earned Didobi a reputation for distilling data into 
practical advice and knowledge that enables better strategic decisions and problem solving. We work directly 
and as well as a collaborate with our partners to meet the specific challenges and needs of our clients as  
a consortium.

Since its launch in 2018, Didobi has worked with a diverse range of clients including Amazon, the Investment 
Property Forum, Coal Pensions Trustees, the Urban Land Institute in both Europe and Asia Pacific, Vinci plc, 
the Greater London Authority and many local authorities across the UK.

ABOUT DIDOBI

mailto:hello%40didobi.com?subject=
http://www.didobi.com

